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2.30 \·frs. PHYSICS 
. • i • If there is any lack of

lnstrudions: 1. Check the question paper for fairness of pr nting. 
fairness, inform the Hall Supervisor immediately.

2, Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil to draw diagrams,

Part-A 

Note: i) ·Answerallthe�uestions. 15X1=15 

ii) Choose the'most suitable answer froh1 the given four alternatives.
and write the option code and the corresponding answer. 

1) It the \ength and time p�rlod of an oscillating pendulum have errors of 1 % and.
· 30/o res!')ect,vely then the ·error in measurement of acceleration due to gravity J� 

.-- a)�% �) 5% c) 6% d) 7�/o • 
2) WIHch of the following physical quantities have si:lme dimensional formula?

.1) Torque and Workdor.e b) Erlergy and Angular momentum 
c) Forc.e �nd \Orque d) Angular momentum and Linear momentum"

� if � particle has negative velocity and negcttive acceleration, its speed 
a) inc�eases b) decreases c) remains the same d) ls zero 

4) An ob3ect Is dropped in .an unknown planet from belght som. It reaches the
ground In 2s. "The acceleration due to gravity In this unknown planet Is 
a) g:: 20 ms-2 b) g = 25 ms-2 c) g = 15 m5-2 d) g = 30 ms-2

S) A force vector appll�d on a mass ls ,represented as F = 61 - 8j + 101< and
accelerates with ✓2 ms-2 • What wlll be the mass of the body?
a) 10kg 

. 
b) 20kg c) 10✓

2 
kg d) 2✓10 kg,,., · 

6) Two masses m
1 

and m, are experiencing the same force where m
1 
<m2• The

ratio of their acceleratlon a/a
2 

Is 
a) 1 b) less than 1 c) greater than 1 .. d) all the three cases

7) When an object Is at rest on the Inclined rough surface, 
a) Static·at1d Kinetic frictions acting on the object Is zero
b) Static friction is zero but kinetic friction is not zero 
c) Static friction Is not zero and kinetic friction Is zero ..
d) Static und kinetic frictions are not zero 

8) What is the minimum velocity with which a body of mass m must enter a
vertical loop of radius R so that It can complete the loop? 
a) J2gR b) ✓3gR c) $gR · . d) JgR

9) Tile coefficient of restitution (e) for a material Is as follows 
a)e=O b)e=l- c)O<e<l d)0>e>-1 

10) A rope Is wound around a hallow cylinder of mass 3 kg and radius 40 cm. What Is
the angular acceleration of the cylinder If the rap� is pulled'with 'a force 30N?
a)' o.,s rad s-2 o) 25 rad s-3. c) S ms-2 d) 25 ms-2 

11) The magnitude of the Sun's g@vJtatl9nal fi_eld as experienced by Earth Is
a) same over the year 
b) decreases in the month of January .and increases In the month of)uly
c) decreases in the month of July and Increases In the month of January
d) Increases during day time and decreases during night time 

12) For a given material, the rigidity modulus Is (; r of young's modulus. Its
Poisson's ratio ls
a} O b) 0.2S c) 0.3 d) o.s.�
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13j /.. r.ot cup of (Offe� ,s kept on the raole. After sometime 1t attains a thermal
e.:1t:i:1bi-• .J:n ·11Lh �he surroundings. By consider,ng the air molecule; in the r� · -
35 a ,ermooi'n2mic system, wnrch of the f01lowing is tnle?

/ 
aj J.U > 0, Q = O b} 43lf > 0, W < 0 
c) ..:.U > 0, Q > O· d) jLJ = 0, Q > 0

14} The efficiency of a heat engine working bet ·1een the freezing point and bolling
,...,....n .. o� -r- · 

· 
:Jv,I l • ','G �c:r IS .,/ 

c) 6.25'b b) 2oc10 ,'IJ c) 26.8% . d) 12.5% 
!SJ The c,mens:on of sphere of infJuence of mofec Jes is

a) 1t.. b) 10.8. c) 100A ·� d) 0.1.&./l
Part- B 

Note: �nswer any six questions. Question No. 20 is compulsory. 
�15) �:,na-:. are the lim1rat1cns of dimensional analysiS?

,, 
_ 6�=12

: 1; Cumo::re s:alars and vectors. 
--!S) Gi,e the v-:rious types of friction. Suggest a few methods to recfuce friction. ___
: = .1 Differenjate elastic and ineJasoc collisions. 
LO) C::lculzte the ,•:or,( done bra force of 30N in lf�ing a :oad.aUkg..to a height of

10;n (f = 10ms-:t}. , , · 

�:) Ho.•1 d'J you d1snngu1sl1 between stable and 1.mstable equilibrium?
,!2, '.'lny 1s :he energy of a sateJhte or any c,tber planfi:( negative? 
23) State Hooke's law of Eiast,city. 
24) !'", ::n adiabauc·process •JJith an equation p-r11-r, 

the pressure of a gas 1s found to
t,e ;;r,:,;x:,roonal to the rnbe cf the temperature. Wnat is the ratio of C/Cv of the gas?

Part- C 

Nate; Answer any six questions. Question No. 29 is compulsory. 6>e3=18 

,,25,, H�11 ,s the oiame er of the Moon measured using parallax method?
.,,,�, Write c sh:>rt note on vector product between two vectors. . . 
,.,-27; E.x;:.1a1r. thf: concE:pr of ,nert,a. Give examp!es for inertia of mot,on, inertia of

rest an� inerua of d1rea1on. 
/28) Compare conservative and non-conservative forces. � .. ,.. 
_;,291 The position vectors of two �<2_int masses 1 O kg and 5 kg a re (3 i + 2 j + 4k )m,

and (31 - 6j - S';)m resp€ctivefy. Locate the position of center of mass. 
�D) s�ate t<Epfer's three laws. 
31) Distinguish between Streamlined flow and turbulent flow.
32j Obtcin an ideal gas equation from Boyle's and Charles' Jaws.
33) /.. ecr moving with a speed of 40 km/hr comes to rest at a distance of 2m after

applying brakes. If the same ca, is moving with a !peed of 80 km/hr, what is
me mir,imum stopping distance?

Part- D 

Note! Ansv,er all the questions. Sx5=25 
Zt!) a) Explain the principle of homogeniety of dimensions. What are Its uses? 

G,ve example. (OR} 
£ b) State Newton's three laws and discuss their significance.
;;:,) a) Discuss the properties of scalar and vector products. {OR} 

b) Derive the equation of motion for t�nge and maximum height reached by the
part,de throvin at an oblique angle 0 with respect to the horizontal direction.

}5) a) Explain the motion in a vertical circle. . , .. " -. (OR)
b) State �nd prove parallel axes theorem.-·· . r;;(�lc 3'1) a) What 1s escape speed? Derive an expression for ;r:4 £.·· • .J ' (OR)
b) State and prove Bernoulli's theorem.

�) a) Discuss the various modes of heat transfer. (OR)
b) · Derive Mayer's relation for an ideal gas .
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